
CLAIM: The supernatural is just the yet unobserved. In fact there are many records of supernat-
ural occurrences. The Supernatural has been observed, but it is not within our (sciences) power to 
test or re-create supernatural events or reality. The majority of great scientist throughout history 
and today have been overt supernatualists, Those that deny God still have super-natural beliefs.

Many scientist are proposing more dimensions to our reality than 
we can now directly observe. They are using science to draw 
these conclusions. 
Many physicists have concluded there are more dimensions to our reality 
than we can directly observe. This means it is scientifically possible to theo-
rize about inter-dimensional / supernatural beings & reality.     
http://bigthink.com/philip-perry/physicists-outline-10-different-dimensions-and-how-youd-experience-them 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/astronomer-says-spiritual-phenomena-exist-in-other-dimensions_605634.html

Super-natural occurrences or elements in naturalistic science. 
Many or most naturalistic atheistic scientist believe in non-natural super-natural 
processes such as...                                                      http://www.scienceug.com/super-natural-science.html

Origin of the Universe
There are no known natural or scientific laws or means by which the universe came about, self 
creation.  In fact current theories defy the laws of thermodynamics, gravity, and can not explain ex-
istence from nothing, even a quantum field must have an origin. Multiverses do not solve this either, 
as belief in them is supernatural as well.                               www.icr.org/article/stars-new-planets/

https://creation.com/models-of-the-origin-of-the-universe
Origin of Stars
Star formation has never been observed from gas or dust, what is seen are stars in or behind dust or plasma clouds, 
but an actual gravitational coalescence has never been observed and defies many physical properties and principles, 
as dust material gathers it heats up and blows out again. Only small debri groupings could gather via gravitational 
attraction. A super-nova shock wave is theorized to create enough compression to for the first stars, but a supernova 
is an exploded star. What produced its origin?                                   https://creation.com/closer-look-at-star-formation

https://creation.com/stars-dont-form-naturally
Dark Matter & Dark Energy in the Big Bang cosmological model.  Neither of these have ever been observed, or 
tested. They are only theorized to exist to make parts of the BB Theory plausible.

Origin of life
A naturalistic origin of life says that life must have arisen from non-life (abiogenisis). This defies 
the laws of bio-genesis.  The environment for life to arise naturalisticly is problematic. With out 
oxygen in the atmosphere there is no ozone layer, thus any simple life would be e-radiated by 
its nearby star/sun. With oxygen the molecules are pulled apart in oxidation.  In water you also 
have hydrolysis and the same oxygen issues.  What sustains life in the environment is highly 
toxic to the formation of life outside of an already working biologic system with membranes and 
cellular system for capture and use of energy etc.                     https://creation.com/origin-of-life

http://www.originsunited.com/the-spark-the-light--the-planet.html
www.icr.org/creation-origin-of-life 

https://creation.com/lifes-origin-still-a-mystery-for-evolutionists  
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Origin of information
For information to self organize and procreate for example in DNA by un-caused random natural processes is statis-
tically impossible, defies the observations of information theory and all we know from molecular biology.  Information 
is immaterial expressed in/on/through the material.  Example: On a printed page the information is not the paper or 
ink, it supersedes the material upon which is used to convey its program or message.  Information is only recogniz-
able by intelligent agents/being. No known example has been observed where information has been produced apart 
from intelligence.  We find information systems like DNA, but formulating its naturalistic origin apart from intelligence 
surpasses the ability of naturalistic science as yet.                             https://creation.com/four-dimensional-genome

The above are believed, not from scientific evidence, but based on faith. They are believed not from what we don’t 
know about the world, but from everything that we do know.  These beliefs defy known laws of nature in contradic-
tion to all we know, scientifically.
http://searchcreation.org/  search   “dimentions, star formation, origin of life, universe, DNA, information, supernatural”

Self organizing information systems that grow in com-
plexity have never been observed to spontaniously 
arise in nature. Molecules to Man Natural Progressive 
Evolution is not scientific and has not been scientifi-
cally observed. 
Degenerative and stabilizing and diversifying evolu-
tion has been observed via mutation, natural selection 
and adaptation (already present genetic diversity). 
No new features or creatures have been observed to 
have arisen from these processes.           

https://austore.creation.com/in-the-beginning-was-information-video- download
https://creation.com/information-theory-part-1           https://creation.com/meta-information

http://www.originsunited.com/degeneration-the-end-of-evolution-theory.html
 
A Supernatural scientific world view?
Supernatural Theories in Science 
www.genesispark.com/essays/supernatural/
Jesus & supernatural creation
http://www.originsunited.com/blog/did-jesus-create-old-wine
Its supernatural naturally 
https://creation.com/its-supernatural-naturally
Must Science Exclude the Supernatural?
https://answersingenesis.org/.../must-science-exclude-the-supernatural/
https://answersingenesis.org/.../supernatural-or-science-how-do-we-explain- miracles/
https://answersingenesis.org/what-is.../science-and-the-supernatural/

Supernatural Scientists
www.scienceug.com/super-natural-science.html

Questions
Does ruling out the Supernatual  
(naturalism) become a science stopper?
 

Is blind trust in “science” a handicaped 
observation system, rational?

Could Humans once 
observe and interact in the 
supernatural dimentions?
The Bible claims “YES” but we 

have lost that ability


